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THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY IS BOOMING: 

Forging relationships with travel influencers is crucial 

to getting your story to consumers, and the influencers 

featured here represent many of the travel and tourism 

publications and blogs where your business could 

potentially be featured. We’ll share insights on how each 

individual influencer prefers to receive pitches, as well 

as demographics on where you can find these travel 

influencers on social to start building relationships.

Americans spent more than 
$100 billion on summer travel 

last year, up 12.5% from  
the previous year.

“
“

travel agent central

https://www.travelagentcentral.com/destinations/stats-american-2017-vacation-spending-increases-by-12-5-percent


Erace can be pitched via Twitter, but prefers email. 

MEDIA OUTLETS CONTRIBUTED TO: Men’s Journal, Food & Wine, Travel + Leisure, Fortune, 
Martha Stewart Weddings, Pursuits, Eater, Conde Nast Traveler, Southern Living, Afar, Saveur, 
Punch, The Points Guy, Taste 
 
PROFILE: Erace is a Freelance Writer covering Restaurant Reviews, Food, Drink and Travel.  
He is interested in receiving pitches, releases and event/travel invitations.
 
A PR pro will catch Erace’s attention with ”a complete pitch.” He continues, ”A trend that 
relates to one client isn’t so helpful, but something that presents a trend with supporting 
examples from 4 or 5 clients is something I’m more able to work with.”
 
Erace is happy to work with PR pros, but offers some advice: “90% of PR professionals I deal 
with do a great job. The ones I have the best rapport with send me well targeted pitches, 
are educated on their clients and get me the information I need in a timely manner.”
 
He emphasizes that small details can go a long way, saying, ”Please get my name right. 
Obviously mistakes happen when copying and pasting (I make them sometimes, too) but 
when you’re getting so many pitches a day, it’s easy to ignore the one that gets your name 
wrong or mentions a story ‘that would be perfect’ for a publication you don’t even write for. 
I really appreciate, especially as a freelancer, publicists who take the time to get to know 
what my editorial mix typically looks like.”
 
He continues, “Feel free to follow up once. I get so many pitches on a daily basis, some slip 
through the cracks. If I don’t answer after that first follow-up, I’m probably not interested.”
 
Erace occasionally uses Twitter to look for pitches but says email is his primary method, 
“More often than not I send out calls for pitches based on stories I’m working on to a distro 
lists of publicists in my field (food/travel). Happy to add any publicist who asks. The distro list 
makes my life really easy.”

ADAM ERACE
FREELANCE WRITER

SOCIAL MEDIA:
 @adamerace 

 @adamerace

 eracethewriter@gmail.com
 www.adamerace.com

TOPICS COVERED:
Food & Beverages, Travel,  
Restaurant Reviews

CAREER:
Present: Freelance Writer
 
AWARDS:
2015 & 2014: New Jersey Press Association Award for Critical Writing (recipient)
2014: Pennsylvania Keystone Award for Feature Beat Reporting (recipient)
2012:  International Association of Culinary Professionals Bert Greene Award for Food  

Journalism (recipient)
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MEDIA OUTLETS CONTRIBUTED TO: HLN, CNN, TV One’s “Sister Circle Live”, “The Jet Set TV,” 
“Beyond the Usual”
 
PROFILE: Sutton is a Freelance Journalist covering Movies, Travel, Sports, and Lifestyle topics.
 
Sutton is a national lifestyle and travel TV correspondent with monthly appearances on HLN, 
CNN, TV One’s “Sister Circle Live”, “The Jet Set TV” and several other national talk shows. She 
is also the host of the adventure travel show “Beyond the Usual”, which streams on Amazon 
Prime and ROKU on the Beyond the Usual channel app. Read her lifestyle and travel tips on 
her popular website www.daily-affair.com. 
 
Sutton prefers to receive information that will directly fit her beats such as “experiences in travel, 
lifestyle and sports - adventure, culture, entertainment.” She says items that will catch her atten-
tion are “bucket list or unique opportunities, as that serves the interest of my viewers.”

Sutton’s advice for PR professionals is, “Avoid long pitches [and] generic releases. I can’t do any-
thing editorially with those. If you understand the content I produce, you’ll likely get a response 
if you have a story angle I can actually use. Pitch the hook first. Simple research on my past 
stories is easy. Hint: see my website dayveesutton.com.”

dayveesutton

@DayveeSutton 

 @DayveeSutton

 @dayveesutton 

 davina.sutton

 +@DavinaSutton

DailyAffair1

Sutton can be contacted weekdays between 12pm and 4pm EST  
and prefers to be contacted via email only. 

CAREER:
2017–Present: CNN, Contracted Producer and Contributing Host
2006–Present: The Daily Affair, Creator and Editor-in-Chief
2005–Present: Dream Network Media, Owner/Producer
2016–2017: USA TODAY, Contributing Video Producer
2014–2015: WGCL-TV, Sports Journalist
2010–2014: WCNC-TV (Charlotte), Lifestyle, Entertainment & Sports Reporter/Host
2007–2009: WIGO-AM (Atlanta), On Air Personality
2006–2010: Georgia Public Broadcasting, Sideline Reporter
2005–2010: Turner Sports, Features Reporter and Associate Producer
2005–2008: CNN, Freelancer Reporter/Producer/Editor
2003–2005: Comcast Sports SouthEast, Reporter (FalconsVision Network)
EDUCATION:
2000: UCLA, Bachelor of Arts (religion)
AWARDS:
Emmy Award, two-time winner for sports journalism
MEMBERSHIPS:
2005 (Jan)–present:  National Association of Black Journalists, member”


DAYVEE SUTTON
FREELANCE JOURNALIST

SOCIAL MEDIA:
 

 
 

 

 

   

   



 davina.sutton@gmail.com

 www.dayveesutton.com 

 www.daily-affair.com

TOPICS COVERED:
Travel, Movies, Lifestyle, Sports 4
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MEDIA NAME: Travel Addicts 

PROFILE: Longwell is Co-Founder and Editor of Travel Addicts and covers Travel with  
focus on food and beverage, culture, and unique travel experiences. Beyond her own site,  
her writing and photography have also appeared in other publications and websites (both 
byline and contract work), and her photography has been used in numerous destination 
marketing campaigns.

When working with PR pros, she prefers to receive a simple email and does not have use  
for most press releases, stating, “As an experiential journalist, I need to be able to tell a story. 
A press release with facts and figures really doesn’t help. While a press release may be satis-
fying for management or clients, it rarely answers the question of ‘why’ and is usually so full 
of marketing-speak as to be worthless. So much of travel is being able to paint a picture with 
words, photos, and video for an audience. If you can help me do that, that’s a win. Also, we 
only cover places we can visit, so don’t ask me to write about something solely based on a 
press release.”

Via email, she enjoys receiving key fact sheets, as they help her when she is making  
extensive notes about a destination. However, she says, “Unsolicited materials and large  
attachments usually get deleted unopened. Don’t send me dozens of photos as attach-
ments (a download link works much better).”

Typically, a pitch will catch Longwell’s attention if it is custom-tailored and “shows the  
PR pro actually understands me and my audience. I get a lot of pitches for family friendly 
destinations and activities, but I write for an active, adventurous luxury audience of working 
professionals.” 

Longwell advises PR pros to “move beyond the email blast press release and reach out to 
me,” adding, “I love to be able to make a destination or experience come alive for my readers. 
I need to be able to see it, taste it, smell it, photograph it, and film it. I can’t tell a meaningful 
story from a press release. The best stories and the richest content come when the PR pro 
wants to build a real relationship over time.” 

“I love hearing from PR pros and destinations I’ve covered before,” she states. “As things 
change (prices, opening hours, etc.), I frequently go back and edit old articles. Also, new  
improvements, campaigns or market developments often give me a chance to promote older 
content again in social media. Once I’ve developed a relationship, I love those updates.”

She considers poorly-targeted and “spray and pray” press releases to be her pet peeve  
saying, “That era is over. I get literally hundreds of releases a week. Also, press releases and 
pitches that are completely off target. And finally, the weekly follow up email of “did you  
get my release?”

lauralongwell
 @traveleraddicts 
 @traveleraddicts 
@traveleraddicts 
 @traveleraddicts 
 +traveleraddicts 
traveladdicts

LAURA LONGWELL  
CO-FOUNDER & EDITOR,  
TRAVEL ADDICTS

SOCIAL MEDIA:
 

 
 

 

 

   

   



 mail@traveladdicts.net 

 www.traveladdicts.net

TOPICS COVERED:
Travel, Luxury Travel
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/lauralongwell
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CAREER:
2008–present: Travel Addicts, Co-founder & Editor Various publications, Freelance Writer & Photographer 
Various NY- and PA-based Agencies, PR and Advertising executive

EDUCATION:
2003: Barnard College, Columbia University New York, BA Political Science

AWARDS:
2017: North American Travel Journalists Association Award winner

 

Longwell appreciate a PR pro who will take the step to engage with her on social media and states that, “Sharing my 
content in social media gets my attention as well.” But warns that “hijacking my social media posts with brand messag-
ing and aggressive sales pitches only aggravates my audience and infuriates me.” Rather, she advises PR pros to “Follow 
me, like my stuff, engage with me as your authentic self. If you want to pitch, Twitter is better, but be transparent. I am 
more receptive to pitches once a PR pro has engaged with me on social media and demonstrated that she/he under-
stands my focus.”

Contact her via the main email, social media as per her  
preferences above or via her site’s contact form.
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Press materials for Parents@Play can be directed to the main email for that blog, while 
any press materials pertaining to her freelance work, syndicated travel column or her 
Have Sippy, Will Travel blog can be directed to the main email for those outlets.

SAMANTHA FEUSS 

 @HaveSippy 
 @kangabunnie 
 @samhavesippy 
 kangabunnie 
 +SamHaveSippy 

HAVE SIPPY WILL TRAVEL, BLOGGER,  
FREELANCE JOURNALIST, TRIBUNE CONTENT 
AGENCY, CONTRIBUTING COLUMNIST 

 kangabunnie@gmail.com
 reviews@parentsatplay.com 
 www.havesippywilltravel.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

MEDIA NAME: Tribune Content Agency/Tribune News Service, Have Sippy Will Travel,  
Parents @ Play
 
PROFILE: Feuss is a Freelance Journalist specializing in Family and Parenting, Travel, Family 
Travel, Education and New Products. She is also a Blogger for Have Sippy Will Travel, covering 
Family Travel, Family and Parenting, Sweepstakes and Giveaways, Holiday Gift Guide, New 
Products and New Product Reviews. She is a Contributing Columnist for Tribune Content 
Agency covering Travel, and also co-writes a Tribune Content Agency syndicated column and 
blog with Dr. Armin Brott called Parents@Play, which covers New Product Reviews of Family 
friendly products for Children and Youth, including Toys and Games.
 
She actively does product reviews on “new and interesting items that parents and children 
can enjoy together.” Along these lines, one of her pet peeves is ”Requests to post reviews 
with no product.”
 
Feuss also keeps an eye out for pitches related to press trips and says that she dislikes “being 
asked to... write about destinations without having been on the press trip.”
 
Her advice for PR professionals is “Pitching, then afterward asking what outlet you write for 
and for your stats.”

CAREER:
Present: Have Sippy Will Travel, Blogger
Present: Parents @ Play, Blogger
Present: Tribune Content Agency, Contributing 
 
COLUMNIST:
Present: Freelance Journalist
        
    

TOPICS COVERED:  
Family Travel, Family & Parenting, Promotions, 
New Products, Holiday Gift Guides
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MAI PHAM   

 femmefoodie
 @femme_foodie 

   @femme_foodie 

FORBES TRAVEL GUIDE REGULAR  
CONTRIBUTING WRITER &  
FREELANCE JOURNALIST

 maitpham@yahoo.com 

 femme_foodie@icloud.com

 stories.forbestravelguide.com 

    /author/mai-pham

SOCIAL MEDIA:

MEDIA OUTLETS CONTRIBUTED TO: Forbes Travel Guide, Texas Highways Magazine, Hous-
ton Chronicle, Houstonia Magazine, Houston Modern Luxury, Houston Citybook, Houston 
Press, Local Houston Magazine, Eater Houston, Eater National, My Table Magazine, Food 
Republic, Extra Crispy

MEDIA NAME: Forbes Travel Guide; Freelance Journalist w/ Media Outlets Contributed To: 
Houston Press, Houstonia, Local Houston Magazine, Houston Chronicle My Table Magazine, 
Texas Highways Magazine, About.com Luxury Travel, Food Republic

PROFILE: Pham is a Freelance Journalist specializing in Food, Wine, Spirits, Travel, Lifestyle, 
Luxury Travel, Hotels and Resorts, Spas, Beauty and also serves as a regular Contributor for 
Forbes Travel Guide. She is based in Houston.

She prefers to receive press materials in an electronic form, advising, “A downloadable link 
is the best (NOT a WeTransfer, as it expires, and NOT a “shared” dropbox because it assumes 
we are collaborating).”

A PR pro can catch Pham’s attention by sending a targeted pitch. She looks for “Targeted 
emails that show the pitcher is familiar with my work or my beat. I specialize in food and 
travel. I do chef interviews, review restaurants, offer restaurant roundups/trends, culinary 
travel, destination guides, luxury travel, spas, hotels.”

Regarding travel destinations, Pham finds the following information helpful: “demograph-
ics, a brief history, and highlights on the destination and locale. What is the population? 
When was the city/place established? Any significant historical events? What’s hot NOW? 
What are regional highlights in terms of food, shopping, art, neighborhoods/blocks, festivals, 
etc? Always include a photo archive link. Do not pitch me something about a destination I 
just covered. For instance, if I just covered Hawaii, it’s not useful to pitch another Hawaii sto-
ry. Instead, pitch me an alternative beach destination like the Bahamas or the Caymans or 
St. Kitts. Adding a timely or newsworthy “hook” with your pitch will also grab my attention. 
What makes this story relevant now?”

For press trips, Pham says, “While these are accepted on a case-by-case basis, when plan-
ning a press trip, please do leave enough downtime for us to enjoy the destination and get 
some work done. Trips that are jam-packed with activity end up being the worst in terms 
of coverage opportunities [in] the long run. We need to have time to discover the destina-
tion and/or property on our own.”

For hotel-related information, Pham prefers a “general overview of the hotel and an  
accompanying fact sheet with info such as #of rooms, room type, designer, etc., and always 
a photo archive link.”

TOPICS COVERED:  
Travel, Food, Wine, Luxury Travel, Hotels, 
Beauty and Spas
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She also advises PR pros to:
• Be persistent but not annoying
• Take the time to make a targeted pitch
• The more information you can have ready (so as to minimize back and forth), the better
• Include all social media handles of the property or destination in all of your work

Lastly, for Pham, timing is of the essence, “If you can’t provide info by a promised deadline, you need to let me know 
in advance. Case in point, I once had a PR agent promise me photos by the end of day, critical for story that was due 
the next morning. By 9pm, I still hadn’t received. When I followed up with her, she said she’d been having internet 
problems and was out of the country. She eventually sent me the photos but they were in portrait format when I 
had specifically requested landscape. I was up until 1am waiting for stuff she had assured me as of 9am that I would 
receive by 5pm and in the end, because she sent me the wrong format photos, we couldn’t use any of the shots she 
sent at all.”



CAREER:
2013–Present: Forbes Travel Guide, Contributor
2011–Present: Freelance writer
2011–2016: Examiner.com, Restaurant and Fine Dining Examiner
2015: Tastemade, Community Manager
2014: Chow, Contributor

EDUCATION:
1996: University of California at Los Angeles, Bachelor of Arts (English and Biology)

Pham can be contacted via email.
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JOANNE DIBONA  

 joannedibonatraveljournalist
  @joannedibona 

   @joannedibonaphotos 
 joanne.dibona.5
 joannedibona 
 +JoanneDiBona

10BEST USA TODAY REGULAR CONTRIBUTING 
WRITER & PHOTOGRAPHER; GET THE PICTURE  
TRAVEL BLOG TRAVEL JOURNALIST &  
SCENIC PHOTOGRAPHER

 joannestravels@gmail.com
  www.getthepicturetravel.com
 www.10best.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

MEDIA NAME: 10Best.com; USA Today; Get the Picture Travel blog; AAA Magazine; Tribune 
News Service

MEDIA OUTLETS CONTRIBUTED TO: Forbes Travel Guide, Houston Press, Houstonia, Local 
Houston Magazine, Houston Chronicle My Table Magazine, Texas Highways Magazine, About.
com Luxury Travel, Food Republic

PROFILE: DiBona is a Freelance Writer covering Travel and Tourism. She is a Contributing 
Writer and Photographer for 10Best.com and USA Today where she covers Travel and Tour-
ism with an emphasis on travel inspiration, itineraries and sports and outdoors. She also is a 
Travel Journalist & Scenic Photographer for Get the Picture Travel blog, covering Travel and 
Travel gadgets, accessories, clothing and other items to make travel more comfortable and 
efficient. She handles the blog’s Holiday Gift Guide, which has a deadline of October 1st. 
She also runs a photography website joannedibonaphotography.com. DiBona is based in 
San Diego, CA.

DiBona says, “Since I only create photo essays and print articles based on my own photogra-
phy and personal experience at a destination, I most welcome information about potential 
press trips (group or independent). I never write travel articles based solely on third-party 
content. I also welcome general information about travel destinations around the world, 
including activities that visitors of all age levels can experience.”

Of her photo work, DiBona notes her photography website Joanne DiBona Photography 
(sandiegoscenicphotos.org), is “designed to fuel readers’ desire to visit a destination.” She 
continues, “The site receives an average of 100,000+ visitors a month, so it is an additional 
way for me to highlight my media sponsor’s destination/amenities. In addition, I always 
provide courtesy photos and videos to them to use in their promotional efforts, as well as 
promoting them on all my social media outlets.”

As for her PR pet peeves and advice, she says, “Every day I open my inbox to dozens of PR 
pitches, most of them inviting me to write a travel piece using boilerplate copy and generic 
destination photos. I encourage PR professionals to do their homework and take a look at 
the style and type of work produced by the journalist before blasting out a generic email 
to all the contacts on a list. When I do get that rare pitch that shows me that the sender 
has actually read some of my work (i.e., I am reaching out to you because I see you special-
ize in experiential travel for the affluent market.....), I immediately respond and begin to work 
with that individual on customized coverage of the client.”

TOPICS COVERED: 
Travel, Tourism 
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She continues, “I can’t repeat enough that PR professionals need to research each journalist on their list and send 
information appropriate to the writer’s needs. There is nothing more annoying to the journalist than to go through  
a litany of emails, only to be forced to hit the ‘delete’ button time and again. To make matters worse, I receive  
follow-up ‘hopefully you received my email’ messages on these misdirected communications. Bottom line is,  
if you don’t hear back from me regarding your misdirected pitch, please don’t burden me with yet another email  
wondering why I didn’t respond!”

DiBona’s photography is also featured on her personal website, Joanne DiBona Photography  
(http://www.sandiegoscenicphotos.org).

 DiBona says she reads all emails carefully, and responds to any message that is well directed. She prefers to  
be contacted via email with all pitches. She is not averse to being pitched via social media, but typically uses  
these channel more to publicize a destination she’s currently covering or her own published travel articles.

CAREER:
Present: Freelance Writer
2010–Present: USA Today and 10Best.com, Contributing Writer & Photographer
2009–Present: Get the Picture and Joanne DiBona Photography, Travel Journalist & Scenic Photographer
1980–2009: San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau, Communications Director

EDUCATION:
Schiller College Strasbourg France, Master of Arts (English Literature and German Language)

AWARDS:
2016 and 2015: San Diego Press Club, two-time winner for Travel Journalism

MEMBERSHIPS & ACCREDITATIONS:
Society of American Travel Writers (SATW), accredited membee
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 thegastrognome
 @gastrognome
  @the_gastrognome  
 thegastrognome 
 thegastrognome

TOPICS COVERED:  
Food, Travel

NAOMI TOMKY

 naomitomky@gmail.com
  www.naomitomky.com

MEDIA OUTLETS CONTRIBUTED TO: The Kitchn, Saveur, CityLab (from The Atlantic),  
Smithsonianmag.com, The Stranger, Gayot, Thrillist, Serious Eats, The Forward, Pacific  
Standard, US News and World Report, GOOD Magazine, Jewish in Seattle, Food & Wine,  
Alaska Beyond, Seattle Magazine, Fodor’s, AFAR, Endless Vacation, Virtuoso Life,  
Tasting Table

PROFILE: Tomky is a Seattle-based Freelance Writer and Photographer covering Food- 
related Travel, especially cultures and cuisines in need of more attention.

From PR pros, Tomky prefers to receive tips about the “first, last, best, or only of whatever  
it is you’re telling me about.” She continues, “Even if the overall theme is a trend piece or  
a news piece, it’s always going to start with one of those.”

Tomky says a PR pro can grab her attention by sending stats, “Numbers are also good. 
Numbers, data that I can use to back up the claims of first/last/best/only when I pitch  
it to editors.” She looks to cover the under-covered populations: women, people of color,  
immigrants, and all populations that have been traditionally denied a voice.

She offers this advice for those looking to work with her, “As a freelancer with dozens of 
regular outlets, if you are inviting me on a press/FAM trip, set the expectations right away. 
I can usually give an educated guess about which of my outlets will be looking for pieces 
that might come out of it. Don’t wait until we’re four emails deep in the planning process 
to tell me you only invited me to get placement in some outlet I haven’t written for in two 
years. That’s a huge waste of both our times. If you tell me in email one what you’re aiming 
for I can then either say, yeah, that’s do-able or no, that’s unlikely, here’s what’s more likely, 
and then you can decide if you’re still up for bringing me.”

Tomky says she dislikes when PR pros do not take geography into consideration, “My 
biggest pet peeve is PR people ignoring just the most basic of geographies: I’m in Seattle. 
It’s not hard work to find that out. That means a two-day trip to Florida is actually two full 
travel days for two on the ground--and whatever you’re inviting me to better be worth it. 
That means if you only pay for flights out of NYC airports, it’s a no. That means I’m unlikely 
to cover a small resort just outside of New York or a restaurant opening in LA.”

Tomky also advises that PR pros take the time to interact with her on social media,  
but advises that they should NOT pitch that way, “I use [social media] to gather leads,  
but more organically [to monitor] what people are talking about. Pitching me via [social 
media] is probably only going to serve to annoy me. I’d recommend that you follow me  
on Twitter though, to understand what I do/write, then following up with your applicable 
pitch via email.”

FREELANCE WRITER, 
PHOTOGRAPHER

SOCIAL MEDIA:
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She prefers to be pitched via email, and advises that even if there is something that needs to be mailed, emailing her 
first for the address and her availability is best. “If there’s something that might be mail worthy, it’s best to email me 
and check. As a travel writer, unsolicited packages are likely to arrive when I’m not home, meaning either they might 
be stolen from my porch, or, worse, indicate to someone planning something nefarious that I’m not around.” 

CAREER:
2014–Present: Freelance Writer & Photographer
2006–2017: GastroGnome, Blogger
2012–2014: Metropolitan Market, Marketing Manager
2010–2012: Self-employed, Social Media Consultant and Wordpress Website Creator
2011: Aqua Star, Marketing Manager
2009–2010: Supermedia, Product Manager
2008–2009: Safari Foods Inc., Marketing & Event Coordinator
2006–2008: CHOW Foods Management Services, Marketing & Advertising Coordinator

AWARDS:
2016: Association of Food Journalists, “Best Food and Travel Writing” award (recipient)
2017: International Association of Culinary Professionals, writing award (nominee) 

EDUCATION:
2006: Dartmouth College, Bachelor of Arts (Latin American and Caribbean Studies)

Contact Tomky via email.
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SOCIAL MEDIA:  
  Katie James
  @kjames259 
   @kjames259

KATIE JAMES 
WATKINSON 

   katiejameswatkinson@gmail.com
 www.brides.com

MEDIA NAME: Brides, Brides Online, Condé Nast Traveler, Condé Nast Traveler Online,  
Jetsetter, Martha Stewart Weddings, Martha Stewart Weddings Online, Shape, Surface,  
Traveler’s Joy, Travel + Leisure, Travel + Leisure Online, Modern Luxury Weddings Philadelphia

PROFILE: James Watkinson is a Freelance Journalist who creates both print and digital  
content on topics such as: Lifestyle, Service, Travel & Honeymoons, Wedding Planning,  
Destination Weddings, Fashion & Beauty, Shopping, and Food & Wine. She may be contacted 
via email.

James Watkinson says she is interested in receiving a number of materials from PR pros 
including, “Fact sheets, images, price per night, top line info on any relevant news updates, 
specific information on our markets (honeymoons, destination weddings) and activities  
honeymooners would enjoy at the property/in the destination.”

A visually-appealing pitch goes a long way for James Watkinson, and she states that what 
will grab her attention are “pretty pictures, [bold-font] information that applies to my  
markets and invitations to experience a property.”

She does not utilize social media to collect pitches, but occasionally looks to Instagram to 
“find inspiration.”

TOPICS COVERED:  
Honeymoon Travel, Destination  
Weddings, Travel

CAREER:
2017–Present: Self-Employed, Freelance Writer, Editor, Content Creator
201–2017: Brides, Condé Nast, Associate Editor
2014–2015: Travel + Leisure, Time Inc, Assistant Editor
2012–2014: Travel + Leisure, Time Inc, Editorial Assistant

EDUCATION:
Columbia University, Graduate School of Journalism, Columbia Publishing Course
Georgetown University, B.A. English Language and Literature          
 

FREELANCE WRITER, EDITOR AND 
CONTENT CREATOR 

Contact James via email.
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SOCIAL MEDIA:  
 lindacoopertraveltimetvshow
  @TravelTimeLinda
 lindacoopertvhost

LINDA COOPER 

   linda@traveltimewithlindatv.com
 www.traveltimewithlindatv.com

MEDIA OUTLET: Travel Time with Linda

PROFILE: Cooper serves as Host and Executive Producer of “Travel Time with Linda”,  
a syndicated television show which covers Bucket-List Travel, Luxury Tourism, Luxury  
Resorts & Hotels, Travel Tour and Adventure Excursions. She is also a Blogger at Shopping  
is My Cardio blog covering Fashion, Holiday Gift Guide, Travel, Shopping, Fitness & Exercise 
and Beauty & Grooming.

She is interested in being pitched for being featured on her television show and for  
sponsorship opportunities and partnerships by lifestyle and travel brands for her television 
show and SMTs.

She says, “Please pitch me via email and I will get back to you within 24 hours.”

What will catch Cooper’s eye are pitches that contain all pertinent information. She says,  
“I often receive pitches with no pictures or links attached in the body of the email which  
I find amusing as the pitch should be as user-friendly as possible.”

As far as what to pitch, Cooper elaborates, “I love to feature new properties that have  
just opened to showcase on my TV show. Please share what makes the resort unique and  
different....maybe it has an eco-friendly aspect, perhaps a farm-to-table restaurant or a  
celebrity chef, a fabulous spa....etc.”

Cooper’s advice to PR professionals is, “It’s always nice when someone watches my show  
and is familiar with what I feature prior to pitching me. You can find Season One “Travel Time 
with Linda” on Amazon Prime Video online instantly. If you get a feel for the show before you 
pitch me it will definitely peak my interest to work with you as opposed to cold calling me 
[or including me] in an email you sent out to the masses.”

Regarding social media, she says, “I do not like to receive pitches on my social media  
however it is my biggest resource on researching leads on what to feature for the show.  
As a PR pro, I would highly recommend you have your client update their website on a  
regular basis to keep it current and I often look for company blogs to see relevant news.”

Cooper adds one additional note, “I am very approachable and look forward to to hearing 
from you!”

TOPICS COVERED:  
Travel, Luxury Travel, Resorts, Hotels/Motels, 
Attractions/Tours, Tourism

TRAVEL TIME WITH LINDA,  
HOST & EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
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CAREER:
2017–Present: “Travel Time with Linda” TV Show, Host/Executive Producer
2012–Present: Shopping is My Cardio blog, Shopping Expert Blogger
2013–2017: “Live Love Laugh Today Show”, Co-Host/Executive Producer
2013–2014: PaperCity Magazine, Freelance Contributor
2012–2013: Grandluxe Magazine “Shop Dallas”, Feature Writer
2009–2013: “Designing DFW” lifestyle show aired on ABC Dallas affiliate WFAA, Segment Host/ Producer 
2007–2009: “Hot On!” lifestyle show aired on ABC Dallas affiliate WFAA, Segment Host/ Producer 
2006–2007: “Home & Lifestyle TV” aired on NBC Dallas affiliate KXAS, Segment Host

EDUCATION: 
California State University Northridge, B.A. in Broadcasting

          

Contact Cooper via email.
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CISION PITCHING KIT METHODOLOGY
The traditional and non-traditional media professionals featured in the Cision Pitching Kits have profiles in the

U.S. Cision Media Database, and are vetted by the company’s media research team to verify their positions as

media professionals, influencers and bloggers. These individuals must meet certain additional criteria to be

featured: they must cover the specific topic being highlighted in the kit, have given direct consent to be listed

in the Media Database and must have been verified by the research team recently. The professionals must

also be willing to be included in marketing materials and provide in-depth advice for PR pros.

Are you a member of the media who wants to be featured in the next pitching kit?
Contact our Media Research team today!

REQUEST A DEMO 
Uncover more top journalists and trendsetters in your
industry with the Cision Communications Cloud®.

Request a demo now and learn how to build better
relationships with influencers who matter.
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